
Task: Maintain the M14 Series Rifle 

Condition: Given an M14 Series Rifle, an Armorer issued cleaning kit, and instruction and supervision 

from Cadre Sergeants and Corporals  

Standard: All 4C recruits understand the level of disassembly authorized by the corps of cadets, and can 

properly demonstrate that they can clean and maintain their assigned rifle in preparation for inspection.  

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Training schedule with TAC NCO training time allocated  

2. Train the trainer time allocated to ensure Cadre SGT’s and CPL’s are prepared to instruct the 

task. 

3. Rifles issued to 4C recruits and familiarization with the rifle completed prior to instruction 

4. Specified guidance to Cadre members from Cadre PL/PSG 

 

Introduction: 

Maintaining assigned equipment and preparing equipment for inspection is a critical task for all Cadets. 

Ultimately the level performance during an inspection is commensurate to the quality and detail of 

instruction as well as attention to detail. During an SMI the rifle is the start of the inspection and often 

sets the tone for the rest of the event.  

 

Presentation: 

Commanders should review the training schedule and working with the Cadre PL specify when 4C recruit 

rifles will be inspected. Once issued Cadet’s rifles are subject to inspection and must be maintained so it 

is critical that this task is not left to right before an SMI.  

Commanders and PL’s have flexibility on much of the Rifle Maintenance training during challenge week 

(TAC NCO time) and should analyze how this will be conducted to be the most effective. This should not 

be a one and done block of instruction, and follow up training and inspections should be planned to 

ensure proficiency.  

Cadre PSG’s should be the primary instructor with Cadre SQD Sergeants and CPL’s prepared to reinforce 

as well as conduct follow up instruction.  

The Company Armorer should serve as the assistant instructor for the initial period of instruction.  

Note: 

Commanders and Cadre PL’s should analyze the training schedule and conduct inspections to support 

training in a logical sequence. 

ALL Cadre members must be able to teach this task prior to the arrival of the 4C Recruits.  

Summary 



Cadre Leadership should train the 4C on how to maintain their assigned rifle and prepare the rifle for 

inspection.  

Evaluation 

Commanders working with TAC team designate a time to conduct rifle inspections. 

Cadre PL’s and PSG’s working with the TAC team will inspect 4C rifles in support of training throughout 

Challenge Week. 

 

 


